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Residential audio has been in a constant state of evolution over the past decades. In the 70’s  speakers 
were typically large prominently displayed pieces of equipment. A tipping point was reached and the market 
tastes moved in the opposite direction to less visible in wall speakers. Technology progressed and even 
speaker grills were no longer tolerated. The market then moved to speakers built into the walls shrouded 
by thin overcoats of hand applied plaster. The market has spoken but industry’s response has unfortunately 
lacked where the present state of invisible audio is often shunned by the specification community. Until 
now... 

The tastes of the end users have made it clear: invisible is the new form factor in audio. This ties into the in-
tegration of Smart Home technologies, which in turn are typically embedded. However, the plaster over built 
in speakers have been fraught with problems since their inception. Despite high cost, extraordinarily dif-
ficult, costly, long and complicated installation procedures, end users have insisted they have an embedded 
visually innocuous speaker. Acoustically these products have been unable to deliver bass and the effects 
of the plaster overlay often muddy the hope of fidelity. The speakers also exhibit some of the undesirable 
characteristics of a hot point source type speaker. Despite these issues, end users have been installing 
them primarily compelled on by their invisible form factor.  

In the residential sector, conventional cone type speakers are still specified widely despite the fact that they 
beam high frequencies along their center axis and by way of this distribute a limited and compromised audio 
experience in the room. As well, sound pressure levels (SPL) roll off logarithmically, vastly limiting the user 
experience as well as any value proposition. There is only limited SPL in large parts of the room because of 
quickly diminishing SPL due to roll off. Making matters worse, the listener can not use the room space close 
to the speaker as it is often too loud acting as a hot point source acoustically, scalding the listener. 

SSP6 Multiducer™

Recently all this has changed in a significant fashion. The significance is not only due to finding a way to re-
solve the mechanical issues, but also the value proposition. Revolution Acoustics has addressed this multi 
tiered problem set with landmark patented technology. The solution changes how humans actually interact 
with sound resolving the above stated legacy issues end users have been forced to accept. 

Designing and delivering whole room and whole home audio has been a nearly impossible mandate to fulfill 
because of these legacy issues. At last Revolution Acoustics SSP6 Multiducer™ (multifunctional trans-
ducer) offers simple solutions to these once difficult problem sets making the SSP6  the most logical choice 
in audio. Some benefits include: 

 ● Ultra fast installation
 ● The new for factor: Invisible
 ● Far fewer drivers needed with better coverage
 ● Perfectly even SPL and frequency response everywhere
 ● Extremely high STI performance 



Lifestyle Solution

Revolution Acoustics is able to deliver a true lifestyle solution by quickly installing into or into walls, ceilings, 
furniture, or onto glass and floors as well as many other household materials, turning them into massive 
acoustic planar radiators. Bending wave physics causes these surfaces to emit full frequency audio every-
where on the panel.  Additionally, planar (not conical) dispersion patterns result. Planar radiation of sound 
from large surface effectively creates a speaker with a diaphragm of tens of feet.  

This changes everything.

The rules have been vastly simplified and the results vastly improved. True “soundfields” are created fill-
ing the room with even SPL and consistent full range frequency response everywhere. The “near field”, or 
“sweet spot” becomes the room. This is supported by an exceptional performance as shown in the 3 dimen-
sional contour plot and polar plot shown below. The net effect is the sound follows the listener wherever 
they move in the space. At last the specifier’s seemingly simple mandate is fulfilled. 

This massive coverage and extraordinarily wide dispersion pattern provides a true “lifestyle” solution in that 
home owners are now able to the audio experience at all points on their room and their home. People move 
in their home and the sound should follow them where they desire to go, every step of the way without 
performance losses. This should include a strong value proposition as well to make the technology viable. 
Gone are the forced compromises rendered by conical dispersion patterns and limited sweets spots which 
destroy the lifestyle concept in that the sound is far from consistent within the space. Gone as well is the 
aggressive accosting of the listener by way of hot point source speakers. 



Ergonomic Audio™

The patented technology of the SSP6 Multiducer™ combined with massive planar radiator surfaces be-
ing created has henceforth changed the art and science of audio. Authoritative, accurate sound is now 
possible, and for the first time taking the physiology and sensitivities of the listener into account. Audio is 
rendered a humane experience in all parts of the room. 

If a listener approaches a wall transformed using a SSP6’s Multiducer, only a small percentage of the lets 
say 100W being driven will enter the listener’s ear canal. The rest of the power is being used to drive other 
parts of the wall which to not impinge upon the listener’s ear. The harsh phenomena of acoustic scalding, 
indicative of cone type speakers, is resolved at last. In fact as the listener approaches the wall a fairly 
consistent level of sound is being heard. Revolution Acoustics refers to this as Ergonomic Audio™ as the 
machine (speaker) is at last designed to interact ergonomically with the human (listener). 

Invisible In and Out

The SSP6 is designed to be installed into a wall cavity, or in other invisible installation, such as on the inside 
a center island in the ktchen driving the veneered MDF walls. That said, because of its small size of the 
SSP6, it can equally be affixed to an outside wall a couple of feet above the baseboards hidden by a potted 
plant or a couch. It can even be placed in the open and would have the same visual impact of a common 
wall wart power supply. Paintable white covers will be available shortly to further shroud the Multiducer if 
applied outside the wall. 

Installed on an outside wall surface behind a couch had no ill effect as the entire wall around the couch acts 
as the speaker. This offers even simpler options to the installer empowering them to specify an invisible 
solution with ease.  

Staging and Imaging

The wide coverage, accurate frequency response and even SPL have the effect of causing the sweet 
spot to become the room itself. As an example, for stereo sound, staging and imaging are enhanced as 
the sweet spot is no longer relegated to a very limited area in the room. While installing the SSP6, what 
is important is to spread the Multiducers apart more that one would for a cone driver because of the large 
soundfields created. 

If the left wall is being driven by an SSP6 for the left channel and the right wall by an SSP6 for the right 
channel, then there will be excellent staging and imaging through out the room. If installed onto a front wall 
either side of a TV, then space them out a little more for the best results. The massive radiating surfaces 
produce planar sound waves over at least a 25’ length of the wall and by way this and the wide polar dis-
persion, the room is filled with comfortable, consistent yet authoritative sound pressure levels with distinctly 
articulated soundfields but at a whole new human level as the SSP6 is not a point source emitter. 

Home Theatre

Home theatre can be easily delivered using the SPP6 Mutiducers™ while rendering surprising results. 
Standard 2 minute installation per Multiducer makes this cost effective where the installation can equally 
become a significant profit center. SSP6’s can be used for the center channel, left, right and even satellites. 
Depending on the amplifier being used more powerful amp relates and personal taste, a small sub can be 
used to punch up frequencies below 45 Hz if desired.
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Auto Balance™ 

As stated previously, a listener can now approach the wall being driven by the SSP6 and enjoy a human 
scale audio experience. For the first time, the space around the speaker becomes usable while the rest 
of the room is effectively being filled with sound at the ideal SPL. Any other SSP6 driving another channel 
on the other side of the room will have its sound carry authoritatively in SLP and completely in frequency 
response even if the listener is at distance and off axis from the install point as this no longer matters. Deep 
near fields created because of the effective speaker diaphragm size allow the sound to carry and remain 
relevant to the listener. Wherever the listener moves in the room, they will be able to get a read of the chan-
nels being driven. This new phenomena created by the SSP6 is referred to by Revolution Acoustics as Auto 
Balance™, and is a component of the paradigm shift created by the technology. 

IP65 Waterproof Certification

The SSP6 Multiducer has received a coveted Ingress Protection rating to a 65 level for water and dust, 
making it the only easy to install invisible format speaker able to accomplish this. This opens up numerous 
other applications no other speaker technology can match. It is the only invisible speaker to have these 
capabilities match the end user’s only dreamt of wish to deliver audio invisibly and with authority in harsh 
environments including the outdoors. The undersides of decks, pools, garden furniture, etc. can now gener-
ate large immersive soundfields without marring the design of the home. 

Value Proposition

With properly paired amplification, 2 Revolution Acoustics SSP6 Multiducers are able to replace 6 and up to 
8 conventional speakers rendering an immersive soundfield that is the envy of any cone type speaker topol-
ogy. There is less equipment to install and often no holes to cut. With far fewer drivers being used, the user 
experience is vastly improved. Further, the economics of the SSP6 Multiducer quick and easy installation 
process pull cost down cost of installation. Nothing in the invisible category is close, let alone can match the 
economies of commissioning an audio system like Revolution Acoustics. In the final analysis, vastly fewer 
speakers and low commission costs provide a compelling economic model both for the specifier and their 
clients. Decades of immersive listening pleasure that no other products can render top of the end user’s 
return on their investment. 

Summary
  
Residential whole home audio is forever changed. As much as the Revolution Acoustics SSP6 Multiducer 
has been labeled a disruptive technology, the truth is it is a enabling technology. Specifiers are now enabled 
to deliver on their mandate to put sound accurately and fully into a volume of space. Invisible audio is at last 
made effective and easy with real performance, simplicity, reliability, speed of installation and a true value 
proposition. Join the revolution on your next installation. 

Products with a difference that make a difference. 


